
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL BURAIDAH 

Worksheet for the Academic Year 2023-24 

CLASS: STD 3       SUBJECT: ENGLISH    

 Lessons:  3.  Gender, 4. Countable and Uncountable Nouns, 5. Pronouns, 6.  Possessive 

Pronouns, 7.  Relative Pronouns, 8.  Interrogative Pronouns, 9.  Articles, 10.  Descriptive 

Adjectives, 11.  Demonstrative Adjectives 

A.  Match the Masculine words in Column A to the Feminine words in Column B 

COLUMN A      

 1.  Gander  

2.  Drake 

3.  Fox 

4.  Tiger 

5.  Son 

6.  Nephew 

7.  Prince 

COLUMN B 

a.  Daughter   

b.  Vixen 

c.  Princess 

d.  Niece 

 e.  Duck 

f.  Tigress 

g.  Goose 

B.  Change the gender of the underlined nouns and rewrite the sentences: 

1.  The lion growled at the tiger. 

2.  I am going to visit my aunt for a few days. 

3.  I got a letter from my sister this morning. 

4.  The heroine acted perfectly. 

5.  The priest blessed me. 

6.  Thank you so much, Mam. 

7.  The witch disappeared in a puff of smoke. 

8.  My grandfather has been ill for a week. 

 



C.   Circle the Countable an     and underline the Uncountable nouns: 

Coffee   snow    box   sugar   music   book  hair  sand  milk powder hills  

 ice table  petrol  bangle money windows soup    

              

D.  Complete the sentences with the correct Personal pronouns 

  

 

1.  Rahul cannot find the key.  He cannot find _______. 

2.  You and your friend are angry.  ________are angry. 

3.  You and I are happy.  __________are happy. 

4.  Helen is scared.  _________is scared. 

5.  ____am bored. 

6.  John and Alice are sporty.  __________are sporty. 

7.  The cat is fat.  _______is fat. 

8.  Those houses are beautiful.  __________are beautiful. 

 

E.  Complete these sentences with the possessive pronouns from the box 

1.  He has his own study table.  It is ____________. 

2.  We showed them our photographs and they showed us ________. 

3.  Your bike is a lot faster than ____________. 

4.  Please return ____________phone at once. 

5.  Those glasses belong to you.  Those glasses are _________. 

6.  The Math book  belongs to Ralph.  It is ________. 

7.  We bought this game together.  So it is __________. 

8.  Pick any of these desserts.  The choice is ____________. 

Countable 

 I You  He She  It They We 

Yours  theirs  its my mine  ours  hers his its 



F.  Complete these sentences with who/ whose/ whom/which/ that: 

1.  Do you like the bag _________my uncle gave me on my birthday. 

2.  I like to buy cheese _________tastes delicious. 

3.  This is the boy _____had an accident near my house yesterday. 

4.  He is the kind of person for _______sports is very important. 

5.  Can I talk to the teacher ________ teaches English for class 5. 

6.  The girl _______mother is a doctor has joined our school. 

 

G.  Complete these sentences with interrogative pronouns: 

 

 

1.  _______wrote the poem? 

2.  __________is the fastest animal in the world? 

3.  ____________is the heavier of the two boxes? 

4.  __________bells are these? 

5.  __________do you want to speak to? 

H.  Complete the passage with articles a/an/the: 

Mike wanted to buy ___________comic book so he went to __________Super-

Comic Store.  He looked at many comic books and then he saw _______one.  He 

knew as soon as he saw it that it was   _______comic book he wanted to buy.  He 

quickly opened __________book and read ____few pages.  He brought____ 

comic book to ______ front clerk.  He asked ______clerk to add _______ink pen , 

_______plastic protector and _______small bag to his order. 

Who  what   which  whom  whose 



I.  Complete these sentences with suitable adjectives: 

1.  My parents cooked a ___________meal for us. 

2.  The ________water was fun to swim in. 

3.  He is wearing such a/an _____________outfit. 

4.  I cannot lift this ________box. 

5.  The beggar raised his __________hand. 

6.  He is an _____________man.  You can trust him. 

7.  Look at the ___________sky.  It is going to rain. 

8.  They started their adventure in the ____________forest. 

 

J.  Fill in the blanks with suitable demonstrative adjectives from the box. 

 

 

 

1.  ___________jacket is too small for me. 

2.  John wants to play football with ___________children over there. 

3.  We found all ___________shells at the beach. 

4.  My best friend gave ________book to me. 

5.  No body lives in _________house on the hill anymore. 

6.  _________men on the street are talking about you. 

7.  I want ___________hat from the top shelf. 

8.  ___________is my book on the table. 

9.  _____________are my two friends, Bob and Wilson. 

10.  Place the vase on _______table in the corner. 

This   That  These  Those 


